
plans to solve the high gas price problem from half a decade ago 
 
(1) mine US oil! — no one sane values animals over people. animals have zero rights.. except the 
right be be tasty.  Studies show oil pipelines keep animals alive in winter that would have otherwise 
frozen to death.  Oil liberation facilities are “good for the environment!” 
 
(1b) build more nuclear power plants. The US has built two thirds of all facilities on the planet.  
Nuclear for electricity with the byproduct of hydrogen for vehicles.  Every decade one facility 
produces enough waste to almost fill a coke can.  Launch into sun with $50k missile. Win win. 
 
(2) halve taxes — always a great plan.  My money is mine.  Socialism breeds contempt, sloth, and 
indifference.   Since the socialist infliction of property tax no one has owned property in a century.  
Abolish property tax, corporate pass-the-buck tax, and income tax. 
 
(3) halve spending — I cannot print my own money and as the state only has the rights I do by 
extension it has no right to print new money to spend either.  “Cannot spend more than you have”.  
Second grade children grasp the importance. 
 
(4) dump liberalist favored government programs — funding evil is never wise – and remove all 
faithless, dishonorable, untrustworthy men from every public serving role. 
 
(5) “use less” is neither a plan nor is it saving. 
 
(6) ignore liberalists with “secret plans” 
 

 
ecofascist perspective: 
 
Why not just remove gas tanks from cars?  Then no one would be able to use gas.  Problem solved.  
woo.  
 
No, wait, let’s remove personal freedom and dictate each must drive State Brand™  TheCar.  It will 
be solar powered exclusively.  That will reduce night time traffic considerably. Optional people 
harness to pull empty vehicle complete with reigns for federal overlord and bit to silence objections. 
 
Orr just pass a law demanding that machines be built to make gas in one’s garage?  Or by edict 
declare that the properties of gas are now such that it produces better milage (UN style) 
 
Start a letter writing campaign and whine until suppliers lower price.  Threaten that you won’t be 
putting gas in your ethanol car to teach them a lesson. 
 
Walk more.  It’s environmentally friendly.  Be sure your shoes contain no oil products and 
CERTAINLY no animal products!  Avoid walking on plants.  You might hurt their feelings. 
 
So little time, so many great solutions to force on people!  
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